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Synesthesia, Fairbank’s disease, Klippel-Trenaunay-Weber syndrome, these are just some of the rare and unusual illnesses that some of the world's biggest stars are living with.
I have synesthesia... Did you know these stars are living with unusual illnesses?
Can you say, mirror-touch synesthesia? Yeah, me neither ... Readers around Grass Valley and Nevada County make The Union’s work possible. Your financial contribution supports our efforts to deliver ...
Diane Dean-Epps: The joys and perils of sunflower day care
America's predominance in the world has become the rallying cry of both liberals and conservatives in Washington. But this so-called New Wilsonianism is untenable: as history shows, a superpower ...
The Question of Hegemony
To receive Morning Links in your inbox every weekday, sign up for our Breakfast with ARTnews newsletter. The HeadlinesMore from ARTnews.comArt Jakarta Attracts Large Crowds, Mickey Mantle Baseball ...
Climate Activists Damage Rubens Painting’s Frame, British Museum Receives Chinese Jades, and More: Morning Links from August 30, 2022
Messiaen had a condition called synesthesia, an odd fusing of the sensory system wherein he could see sound and hear color. In addition, this year is the 75th anniversary of the Quartet premiere ...
MTGIC Awarded TN Arts Commission/ArtsBuild Grant
Open Books - Open Minds has been reimagining the role of the common book at Rhode Island College. From its inception in 2006 at RIC, Open Books – Open Minds has engaged students in dialogue with the ...
Open Books - Open Minds
A woman with synesthesia created a program that allows you to see your name through her eyes. Synesthesia is a neurological condition that causes the overlapping of the senses. That means synesthetes ...
How to do the ‘What color is your name?’ quiz on TikTok
The good parts and the bad parts.” Lorde has a neurological condition known as sound-to-colour synesthesia – when she hears certain notes and sounds, corresponding colours appear – and she ...
The second coming of Lorde
Mario, Union City USA I vividly recall seeing the ... discovered by researchers in synesthesia who have come across test subjects who also have AS. Anyone who says NO ONE can remember is a bigot ...
Is it possible to remember being born?
Given a slightly higher dose for the second session, d'Alessandro said she wasn't sure if she was awake or asleep, but like many others who take psychedelics, she developed synesthesia ...
Can psilocybin combat mental health issues? How magic mushrooms show promise in fighting addiction.
Edge is planning to retire from WWE next summer. The 48-year-old Hall of Famer - who made a shock return to the ring at the 2020 Royal Rumble after being forced to retire nine years earlier due to ...
Edge announces WWE retirement plans
“It was almost like the closest thing to having action-movie synesthesia, [where] I would listen to that song and imagine this car chase.” he said. George Lucas managed to amplify the ...
The 40 greatest film soundtracks, from Almost Famous to Black Panther
The Duchess of Sussex has revealed that her son Archie's bedroom caught fire during a royal tour of South Africa. Meghan recalled the horrifying incident during a conversation with tennis legend ...
Duchess of Sussex reveals Archie's bedroom caught fire during South Africa tour
The five groups are Addameer, Al-Haq, Bisan Center for Research and Development, Defense for Children Palestine and the Union of Palestinian Women’s Committees. A sixth group that was listed in ...
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